Divorce Recovery Programmes

PRODUCTS
We have 3 products geared at assisting “Families of Divorce”.
One focuses on the adults/parents and the other two focus on the children.
The products are designed to be used by a Qualified counselor, therapist,
psychologist, divorce mediator, educator, pastor etc.
(those equipped to work with children and in dealing with matters professionally.)

Divorce Safari
Sports people will agree that coaching makes a huge difference and that it equips you with
skills you may not have considered possible.
Our programme looks at a similar approach. Life Coaching children through the many
challenges associated with broken homes, sees them equipped with skills, that they can
carry with them for the rest of their lives. Their toolbox gets a "make-over" as some tools fall
out and new ones take their place.
The programme was developed to be an analytical tool to aid facilitators in highlighting
possible problem areas and then introducing methods of appropriately dealing with these.

Divorce Safari Board Game @ R1900
Using a durable material, the board game sets everything out in a "game style". Each player chooses
a character token and they have to answer questions at each destination. There is a
full Facilitators manual, with all content, questions, activity sheets, etc. All the
All the information comes digitally on a USB stick.
Email us for further info.

Divorce Safari Floor Game @ R3900
The product is neatly packaged and can be rolled up for
easy storage. The floor mat is around 3.5m x 2.5m
in size, allowing children to really experience the Safari
as they become the playing pieces and so get really
involved in the whole game process. Its great for younger
children but adults would discover a thing or two about
themselves. Each child gets a character badge and a
Divorce Safari Passport. There is a full Facilitators manual,
with all content, questions, activity sheets, etc.
All the information comes digitally on a USB stick.
Email us for further info.

Adult Programme @ R900
This is a great programme to run in your Practice, Therapy Center, Church or Counselling Center. Designed
deal woth the core issues facing Adult of Divorce, it can be used one on one but has proven to be very
beneficial when used in a group environment. The topics covered will empower the participants assisting them
to take the necessary steps towards recovery.
All the information comes as a Digitally Document .
Email us for further info.
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